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Abstract

This study examines the impact of corporate governance structures on the levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements by companies listed on the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) as a leading Arab stock exchange. Using a disclosure index derived from mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements for the fiscal year 2007, this study measures the levels of compliance by a sample of 75 non-financial companies listed on the ASE. This study extends the financial reporting literature and the emerging markets disclosure literature by being one of the first to investigate the influence of corporate governance requirements for best practices on the levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements by companies listed on the ASE. Results provide evidence of the lack of influence of corporate governance best practices on the levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements as it is not yet part of the cultural values within the Jordanian context. These findings are consistent with the notions of the theoretical foundation employed in this study.
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1. Introduction

The development of corporate governance is a global phenomenon, influenced by legal, cultural, ownership, and other structural differences (Mallin, 2009), but as yet there is no widely accepted paradigm or theoretical foundation in its respect (Tricker, 2009). Corporate governance is concerned with the system of directing and controlling companies, and it is the responsibility of BOD (Cadbury Committee Report, 1992). It is a fundamental element in improving economic efficiency and growth as well as enhancing investor confidence (OECD, 2004). The BOD actions are subject to laws, regulations and shareholders in general meeting, and the role of shareholders in governance is to appoint the directors and auditors and to make sure that the governance structure is appropriate (Cadbury Committee Report, 1992). For transitional economies, good corporate governance practice may be essential to guarantee the success of their reform programmes and to create a healthy investment climate. However, the corporate governance codes for best practice were initiated in developed countries and only recently introduced in developing ones. Hence, its contribution towards enhancing capital market performance in such countries is subject to the extent to which the conditions for robust governance practice are consistent with the existing values, past experiences and the needs of all parties involved in the financial reporting process. It is expected, therefore, to be some time before the impact of applying corporate governance can be measured in developing contexts as this needs to develop, and favourable attitudes and belief must be formed as well as efforts being made to develop the human resource capabilities to apply corporate governance requirements for best practice.

Unlike the majority of Asian Arab countries, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is considered as a lower-middle-income economy with limited natural resources, and for years its economy was based on financial assistance from the Gulf countries. Hence, there is a need to develop their capital market to be the vehicle for economic development. Concerning the adoption of IFRSs in Jordan, this was stimulated by the open trade agreements with foreign partners in
the EU and USA as well as pressures from the WB and other international lending institutions which necessitated the development of the Jordanian accounting system to enhance the credibility of financial statements (Al-Akra et al., 2009). Before 1998 the Amman Financial Market (AFM) founded in 1978 was seen as an unregulated financial market as listed companies were not mandated to adopt a specific set of disclosure requirements (Al-Akra et al., 2009). Consequently, one of the main contributions of what is referred to as the Economic Reform Programme commenced in Jordan in the 1990s, is the massive development and restructuring of Jordan’s Financial Market in order to globalise its activities. The restructuring of the AFM resulted in the development of three new institutions, namely: the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE), Jordan Securities Commission (JSC), and Securities Depository Centre (SDC) (Al-Akra et al., 2009; Al-Omari, 2010). Additionally, the reform involved the establishment of the Jordanian Corporate Governance Association to promote the implementation of effective corporate governance practices throughout Jordan. In Jordan, the Companies Law of 1997 mainly covers some corporate governance rules that relate to the auditor. On the other hand, the Securities Exchange Law of 2002 helps in activating the rules of governance by defining market regulations, the issuance of shares or bonds and trade procedures. It also states the responsibilities of issuers of securities, brokers and auditors, and the requirements for listing in the stock exchange, protection procedures for minority rights and the requirements for disclosing important information. Furthermore to preserve transparency, the law prohibits related party transactions, promoting rumours, misleading investors and disclosing any matters that may adversely affect the capital market (Shankat & Abbadi, 2011: 96).

A number of studies have been conducted in the last decade for the purpose of investigating the relationship between corporate governance and corporate disclosure practices in different countries (e.g., Chen & Jaggi, 2000; Handiffa & Cooke, 2002; Gul & Leung, 2004; Abdelsalam & Street, 2007; Ezat & El-Masry, 2008; Felo, 2009; Al-Akra et al., 2010a,b; Samaha & Dahawy, 2010; 2011; Abed et al., 2011; Alanezi & Albuloushi, 2011). This study extends the study of Al-Akra et al. (2010a) in Jordan by using more recent data and investigating the impact of board leadership and management ownership ratio on the levels of compliance with IFRSs. As disclosure lies at the core of all corporate governance statutes and codes, investigating the association between corporate governance structures and the levels of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements is expected to enrich financial disclosure as well as corporate governance literature. This paper addresses two research questions: What is the level of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements by companies listed on the ASE? How could differences in the levels of compliance with the IFRSs be explained by corporate governance structures? In order to answer the above mentioned research questions, the remaining part of the paper is organised as follows: A literature review is provided in Section 2. Section 3 develops and formulates research hypotheses. Section 4 describes sample selection, data collection, and research methods. Results and analysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. Literature Review and Formulation of Research Hypothesis

Transparency, fairness and accountability are the core values of corporate governance. Stemming from the desire to enhance access to more capital that is necessary to achieve economic development and globalise national economies, corporate governance practices have been brought in the spotlight in developing countries. In this regard many researchers highlight the influence of corporate board characteristics and ownership structure (e.g., Eng & Mak, 2003, Ghazali & Weetman, 2006; Ezat & El-Masry, 2008; Al-Akra et al., 2010a,b) on disclosure practices of companies listed on developing stock exchanges. However, this study suggests that as corporate governance was initiated in developed countries and as it is newly introduced in developing countries, its contribution to enhancing capital markets’ performance is subject to the extent to which the requirements for good corporate governance practices are consistent with the existing values, past experiences and the needs of all parties involved in the financial reporting process. Otherwise, it is expected to take some time until the impact of corporate governance can be measured. This is because it needs developing an understanding, forming a favourable attitude and belief and developing the skills required to apply corporate governance best practice.

3. Development of Hypotheses

This section illustrates the development of the research hypotheses formulated to examine the influence of board of directors (BOD) characteristics (BOD independence, BOD leadership and BOD size) and ownership structure (government ownership ratio, management ownership ratio, private ownership ratio and public ownership ratio) on the levels of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context. Additionally, the section indicates those variables to be used as control variables (company size, profitability, gearing, liquidity, type of business activity,
and type of audit firm) as identified in previous research as being associated with financial disclosure practices and compliance. In each case expectation is stated based on prior literature.

3.1 Board Independence

Board independence is an outcome of the number of independent directors in the board of directors (BOD). Corporate governance reform in Jordan supports board independence (Al-Akra et al., 2010a,b).

The findings of the only study that investigates the association between board independence and mandatory disclosure practices in Jordan (Al-Akra et al., 2010a), do not support the existence of any significant association. Consequently, this raises the need for further investigation. On the other hand, the findings of prior research that examined the association between board independence and financial disclosure are mixed which makes it difficult to predict the relationship between board independence and levels of compliance with the IFRSs. Some researchers report a positive relationship (e.g., Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Cheng & Courtenay, 2006; Abdelsalam & Street, 2007; Abdelsalam & Elmasry, 2008; Ezat & Elmasry, 2008; Felo, 2009). In contrast, some researchers report a negative relationship (Eng & Mak, 2003; Gul & Leung, 2004; Muslu, 2005), while other researchers did not find any relationship (Haniffa & Cooke, 2002; Ghazali & Weetman, 2006). Accordingly, the first research hypothesis can be stated as follows:

**H1:** There is no relationship between BOD independence and the level of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements.

**Board Leadership**

Board leadership is a governance mechanism that concerns with whether the chief executive officer (CEO) is also the Chair of the board of directors. The results of prior research investigated the association between board leadership and levels of financial disclosure are mixed. Some studies show that role duality is significantly associated with a lower level of financial disclosure (e.g., Haniffa & Cooke, 2002; Gul & Leung, 2004; Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Abdelsalam & Elmasry, 2008) while Ghazali & Weetman (2006) report an insignificant relationship. On the other hand, some empirical research show that there is no association between role duality and financial disclosure or reporting quality (Cheng & Courtenay, 2006; Ghazali & Weetman, 2006) and one study (Felo, 2009) reports a positive relationship between role duality and financial disclosure practices. The contradictory nature of these results and the non availability of a study that investigates the association between board leadership and levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context, make it difficult to predict the type of the relationship between board leadership and levels of compliance with IFRSs in Jordan. Accordingly, the second research hypothesis can be stated as follows:

**H2:** There are no statistically significant differences in the levels of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements between companies that separate the positions of the CEO and the Chair and those that do not.

**Board Size**

Board size is one of the corporate governance mechanisms that help in aligning management and shareholder interests (Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Abdelsalam & Street, 2007). Good governance practices recommend limitations to the size of the BOD (Arcay & Vazquez, 2005), but there is no general consensus on the optimum. Findings from previous research into the association between board size and levels of financial disclosure are mixed. Some researchers report a positive relationship (Barako et al., 2006; Ezat & El-Masy, 2008; Al-Akra et al., 2010a). However, others find no association (Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Abed et al., 2011). The contradictory nature of these results and the availability of only one study that investigates such association in the Jordanian context (Al-Akra et al., 2010a), make it difficult to predict the type of the relationship between board size and levels of compliance with IFRSs in Jordan. Accordingly, the third research hypothesis can be stated as follows:

**H3:** There is no significant statistical relationship between BOD size and the level of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements.
3.2 Ownership Structure

Ownership structure concerns with the identities and size of ownership of stockholders (Denis & McConnell, 2003). The ownership structure of a firm may be a possible determinant of its disclosure practices (Eng & Mak, 2003; Arcay & Vazquez, 2005). High levels of concentration of capital may be accompanied by the owner’s considerable involvement in the firm’s management, which in turn may lead to unrestricted access to information, thus may limit the demand hence the supply for company information and vice versa (Haniffa & Cooke, 2002; Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Ezat & El-Masry, 2008). On the other hand, when share ownership is widely held, the potential for conflicts of interests between the principal and the agent is greater than in closely held companies. As a result, disclosure is likely to be greater in widely held companies to enable the principal to effectively monitor whether his/her economic interests are optimised and whether the agent acts in the best interests of the principal as an owner of the firm (Chau & Gray, 2002).

Based on the review of the patterns of ownership structure in the scrutinised companies and the availability of ownership structure related data for these companies, this study examines the influence of ownership structure on the levels of compliance with the IFRSs in the Jordanian context using four distinct measures; government ownership (defined as the percentage of company shares owned by the government), management ownership (defined as the percentage of company shares owned by company management), private ownership (defined as the percentage of company shares owned by private shareholders) and public ownership (defined as the percentage of company shares owned by the free float that is less than 5%).

3.3 Government ownership

The results of prior studies that examined the association between government ownership and levels of financial disclosure are mixed. Previous research results concerning the association between government ownership and levels of financial disclosure are mixed. For instance, Eng and Mak (2003) report a positive relationship while Al-Razeen (1999) and Naser et al. (2006) report a negative one and Ghazali and Weetman (2006) find a negative, but insignificant relationship. On the level of scrutinised stock exchange, the results of all studies that investigate the association between government ownership and the extent of corporate disclosure do not support the existence of any association (Naser, 1998; Naser et al., 2002; Al-Akra et al., 2010a). Accordingly, research hypothesis (4a) can be stated as follows:

H4a: There is no significant statistical relationship between government ownership ratio and the level of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements.

3.4 Management Ownership

To the best of the researcher's knowledge, this study is the first to investigate the association between management ownership ratio and level of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context. The results of the majority of prior studies that examined the association between management ownership and levels of financial disclosure show a negative association (e.g., Eng & Mak, 2003; Arcay & Vazquez, 2005; Ghazali & Weetman, 2006; Abdelsalam & El-Masry, 2008). Thus, the effect of management ownership on levels of compliance with the IFRSs is expected to be substitutive. Accordingly, research hypothesis (4b) can be stated as follows:

H4b: There is a significant negative statistical relationship between management ownership ratio and level of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements.

3.5 Private Ownership

Similar to government ownership, there is no consensus among prior researchers regarding the influence of private ownership on the levels of compliance with financial disclosure requirements. Some researchers report that private ownership may be a complementary (Haniffa & Cooke, 2002). On the contrary, some researchers report that concentrated ownership and financial disclosure are substitutes (Naser et al., 2006) while others report no association between the dominance of private ownership and levels of financial disclosure (Depoers, 2000). On the level of scrutinised stock exchange, this issue has been examined by Suwaidan (1997), Omar (2007) and Al-Akra et al. (2010a,b) and all report non existence of any association. Accordingly, research hypothesis (4c) can be stated as follows:
There is no statistically significant relationship between private ownership ratio and level of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements.

3.6 Public Ownership

The results of most prior studies show a positive association between public ownership and levels of financial disclosure (e.g., Haniffa & Cooke, 2002; Al-Haybat, 2005; Arcay & Vazquez, 2005). However, Al-Akra et al. (2010b) results support the existence of a significant negative association and Naser et al. (2002) and Al-Akra et al. (2010a) findings do not support the existence of any association between public ownership ratio and the levels of compliance with IFRSs. Accordingly, research hypothesis 4d can be stated as follows:

H4d: There is no significant statistical relationship between the public ownership ratio and level of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements.

3.7 Control Variables

Based on the findings of prior researchers (Eng & Mak, 2003; Akhtaruddin, 2005; Aksu & Kosedag, 2006 and Naser et al., 2006) firm size is included as a control variable and a positive association between firm size and levels of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements is anticipated.

Evidence relating to the association between firm profitability and levels of financial disclosure is mixed. Some studies report a positive association between these variables (Akhtaruddin, 2005; Aksu & Kosedag, 2006), while others report a significant negative association between them (Belkaoui & Kahl, 1978; Wallace & Naser, 1995). Consequently, the direction of the relationship between profitability and compliance with the IFRSs is unpredictable.

Evidence from prior research on the association between firm liquidity and levels of financial disclosure is mixed. Belkaoui and Kahl (1978) report a positive relationship. In contrast, Naser et al. (2002) find a negative relationship. Consequently, liquidity is used in this study as a control variable, recognising that the direction of the relationship between company liquidity and compliance levels is unpredictable.

Evidence regarding the association between gearing and level of financial disclosure is mixed. Some studies report a positive relationship (Naser, 1998; Naser et al., 2002; Barako et al., 2006), whilst others find a negative relationship (Zarzeski, 1996; Eng & Mak, 2003). Consequently, gearing is employed in this study as a control variable, recognising that the direction of the relationship between the two variables is unpredictable. Based on the evidence provided by prior research that the type of business activity influences its disclosure practices (Haniffa & Cooke, 2002), type of business activity will be employed in this study as a control variable.

4. Methodology

4.1 Sample Selection

The annual reports of 2007 for the entire population of non-financial companies listed on the ASE (166 companies) formed the study population. Financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies were excluded because their reports are not comparable with those of non-financial companies as they are subject to other disclosure requirements. After applying the following criteria, the final sample contained 75 companies due to the absence of the first criterion:

The company should have a complete annual report for the year ended 31 December, 2007.

There should be information related to corporate governance structure within the company for the year 2007.

4.2 Disclosure Checklist

To meet the purpose of this study the researcher uses a self-constructed disclosure checklist based on the IFRSs required to be followed by the IASB in preparing the financial statements for the fiscal year beginning January 2007 and which are mandated in the Jordanian context. The disclosure index employed in this study includes 275 IFRSs.
based items. The disclosure index for each company was calculated as the ratio of the total actual score awarded to the maximum possible score of relevant items applicable for that company.

The calculation of the disclosure index (dependent variable) for each company under this approach is as follows:

$$DI = \frac{ADS}{MD}$$

Where:

- $DI$ refers to the disclosure index ($0 \leq DI \leq 1$).
- $ADS$ refers to the aggregate disclosure score for a particular company.
- $MD$ refers to the maximum score possible for that company.

**Data Collection and Regression Model**

The data on the chosen independent variables (see below) were obtained from Zawya data base. The following multiple regression model is proposed:

$$Y_j = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{board independence}_j + \beta_2 \text{board leadership}_j + \beta_3 \text{board size}_j + \beta_4 \text{government ownership ratio}_j + \beta_5 \text{management ownership ratio}_j + \beta_6 \text{private ownership ratio}_j + \beta_7 \text{public ownership ratio}_j + \beta_8 \text{total assets}_j + \beta_9 \text{return on assets}_j + \beta_{10} \text{debt to equity}_j + \beta_{11} \text{quick ratio}_j + \beta_{12} \text{type of business activity}_j + \beta_{13} \text{type of audit firm}_j + \varepsilon_j$$

Where:

- $Y_j$ = Disclosure index for companies ($j=1, \ldots, 75$) which denotes the dependent variable.
- $\beta_0$ = The intercept.
- $\varepsilon_j$ = Error term.

The independent variables consist of seven test variables (board independence, board leadership, board size, government ownership ratio, management ownership ratio, private ownership ratio and public ownership ratio) and six control variables (firm size [proxied by total assets], profitability [proxied by return on assets], gearing [proxied by debt to equity], liquidity [proxied by quick ratio], type of business activity, and type of audit firm). Due to the non-normality of distribution of dependent and independent variables, it was decided to use non-parametric tests and to run the regression analysis using normal scores as transforming data is a recommended approach in order to modify their distribution to look more normal (Field, 2005).

### 5. Results and Analysis

**Descriptive Statistics**

**Descriptive Statistics for the level of Compliance with Mandatory IFRSs**

The results of the analysis of the 75 annual reports of companies listed on the ASE are demonstrated in table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the level of Compliance with Mandatory IFRSs by Companies Listed on the ASE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Min. %</th>
<th>Max. %</th>
<th>Mean %</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Percentage of companies above 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the average level of compliance with the IFRSs disclosure requirements by non-financial companies listed on the ASE is 76%. The minimum level of compliance was 56% and the maximum level was 88% implying that none of the companies listed on the ASE achieved full compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements. Hence, de facto compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context is...

---

\(^b\) The disclosure index employed in this study is not presented here to save space but available from author upon request.

\(^c\) The result of tests of normality is not presented here to save space but available from author upon request.
problematic. Comparing the findings of this study with those of the most recent study investigating compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements within the Jordanian context (Al-Akra et al., 2010a), reveals a relative similarity in the minimum (58% compared to 56% in this study), maximum (90% compared to 88% in this study) and the average levels of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements (79% compared to 76% in this study). On the other hand, the non-increase in the average compliance levels reported in either Al-Akra et al. (2010a) or this study, compared to Omar (2007) can be partially attributed to the researcher’s proposition that, certain barriers to full compliance still remain in the Jordanian context. Essentially, these relate to the dominance of secretive culture and low demand for improved disclosures. Additionally, some technical barriers prevail relating to the qualification and competency of accounting practitioners in Jordan and the JSC monitoring staff, non-existence of an official Arabic translation of IFRSs in Jordan, and to the weak enforcement of IFRSs disclosure requirements by the JSC.

**Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables**

Table 2 shows that in Jordan board independence ranges from 0% to 86% with an average of 40%. This implies that board independence is highly recognised in some Jordanian companies. However, this is only one face of the coin, the most important is the impact of this recommended mechanism on disclosure practices by listed companies on scrutinised stock exchange.

Table 2. Summary of Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>(N=75)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Independence Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Leadership</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Size</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Ownership Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Ownership Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Ownership Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Ownership Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Size</td>
<td>1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearing</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Business</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Auditor</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In respect of board leadership, the CEO and the Chair positions are held by two different persons in the majority of companies listed on the ASE (81%). For board size, it ranges from 3 to 13 members, with an average board size of 7 members. With respect to government ownership ratio, this ranges from 0% to 69% with an average of 7%. In terms of the management ownership ratio, this ranges from 0% to 98% with an average 15%. The private ownership ratio is seen to range from 0% to 91% with an average of 34%. Finally, with respect to public ownership, the ratio ranges from 0% to 94% with an average of 24%.

The descriptive statistics of the control variables as in Table 2, show that the average firm size measured in terms of total assets is USD 65951.8 million. Profitability measured in terms of return on assets, indicates that the average profitability in companies listed on the ASE is 7%. The gearing measured in terms of debt to equity, averages 2.14. The average liquidity is very high (2.20). This implies the high ability of companies listed on the ASE to meet their short term obligations, which reflects the large margin of safety in companies listed on the ASE and their ability to continue as going concerns. This in turn has the potential to attract more direct foreign investments. Finally, the descriptive statistics of the categorical control variables as indicated in Table 2 show that 52% of the sample
companies that are listed on the ASE are non-manufacturing. Also, it is recognised that 57% of the companies listed on the ASE are audited by non big 4 auditors.

Regression Analysis

Stepwise regression on SPSS was performed, thus enabling the researcher to determine the individual contribution of each predictor in case the regression results proved that independent variables are related to the dependent variable (Field, 2005). This study uses the defaults of the SPSS Stepwise regression, which are 0.05 probability for entry and 0.10 probability for removal.

Table 3: Regression Results - (N=75)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>Unstandardised Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardised Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>.451</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditor Type</td>
<td>-.788</td>
<td>.206</td>
<td>-.405</td>
<td>-.3779</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td>1.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Ownership</td>
<td>-.240</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>-.230</td>
<td>-.2194</td>
<td>.930</td>
<td>1.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.2188</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>1.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**,** *** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 Levels respectively

As demonstrated in Table 3 the adjusted R² = .245, implying that 24.5% of the variation in the total disclosure index (overall compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements) in the Jordanian context is explained by the type of auditor, public ownership ratio and firm size. This result confirms and refines the results of the univariate analysis with respect to the existence of a significant relationship between the extent of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements, and auditor type and public ownership ratio. Additionally, the model reaches statistical significance with F = 8.988 and the significance = .000 (<0.01). The explanatory power of the total disclosure index model reported in this study exceeds that of Al-Akra et al. (2010a), who investigated the same issue in the Jordanian context in 1996 and 2004 respectively. The explanatory power of Al-Akra et al. (2010a) full model for 1996 was very low (6.3%), however, it reached 14.7% in 2004.

The results reveal that, the influence of corporate governance best practice as recommended by the OECD corporate governance principles which are supported by the regulatory framework in Jordan on the levels of compliance with IFRSs is absent, possibly because of its novelty and the lack of awareness of the advantages of material compliance with its requirements in Jordan, meaning that as yet it is not part of the cultural values within the Jordanian context. Building on this, it can be argued that there are other factors mainly related to the secretive culture that is dominant in scrutinised MENA societies that possibly influence the levels of compliance with some IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context. Table 3 indicates that, type of auditor with the highest Beta coefficient (-0.405) is the best predictor in terms of the extent of compliance with the overall mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements (t = -3.779,

---

**d** The results of the univariate analysis and the multicollinearity tests using Spearman Rank Correlation are not presented here to save space but available from author upon request.
P= 0.000) followed by public ownership ratio (t= -2.194, P= 0.032) and firm size (t= 2.188, P= 0.032). From the information in Table 3 the total disclosure index model in the Jordanian context can be stated as:

Total Disclosure Index = 0.451- 0.778 Auditor - 0.240 Public Ownership Ratio+ 0.226 Firm Size

In summary, the regression analysis reveals the type of auditor, public ownership ratio and firm size as the best predictors of the overall level of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context; at least among the variables included in the study. Companies listed on the ASE which are audited by big 4 audit firms comply better with the overall IFRSs mandatory disclosure requirements (the coefficient estimate is significant at 0.01). This result is reasonable as big 4 audit firms' staff are highly qualified and have better experience with IFRSs, and extensive training on any updates of these standards compared to auditors in local audit firms who may have limited experience and knowledge. This result supports the findings of many earlier studies (e.g., Wallace & Naser, 1995; Inchausti, 1997; Samaha & Stapleton, 2009). In addition, it supports those of Suwaidan (1997), Naser et al. (2002), Al-Shiab (2003), Omar (2007) and Al-Akra et al. (2010a) in the Jordanian context. However, given that none of the companies listed on the ASE which are audited by big 4 audit firms achieved full compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements, although unqualified audit reports are issued, raises doubts regarding the quality of audit work performed by big 4 affiliates operating in Jordan. Such behaviour supports the continuity of the decoupling problem in Jordan as the case in Egypt (companies claim that financial statements are prepared in accordance with IFRSs while full compliance is absent). Such audit firms may not be strict as they may consider the companies to be operating in a developing market, and to require more time to adapt to the compliance culture in respect of IFRSs. Additionally, they may fear the prospect of losing the client should they issue qualified reports; and another possibility is that they may perceive their clients as the best of the worst and believe that issuing them with qualified reports will give an advantage to those companies with lower compliance levels but audited by non-big 4 audit firms. On the other hand the regression analysis reveals that public ownership ratio is the only corporate governance related variable that explains variations in the levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context. However there is a significant negative relationship between public ownership ratio and total disclosure index at the 0.05 level. In other words, companies with dominant public ownership complied less with the overall mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements (i.e., they had the lowest total disclosure scores). This result supports that of Hossain et al. (1994). In addition, it supports that of Naser et al. (2002) and Al-Akra et al. (2010b) in the Jordanian context. However, it does not support those of Al-Htaybat (2005) in the Jordanian context. This result may be attributed to the lack of demand for more disclosure by public investors in Jordan. This confirms the proposition that, the majority of individual investors in Jordan are small unsophisticated investors, and their investment decisions in most of the cases are speculative and uninformed (Naser et al., 2002; Al-Akra et al., 2010a,b). Consequently, it can be said that as long as all parties involved in the financial reporting process are ignorant of the importance of transparency and de facto compliance with corporate governance and accounting international best practices, and as public investors are not aware of which disclosures are mandatory, they do not pressure the BOD or management to improve compliance with IFRSs. Hence, it is difficult to close the gap between de facto and de jure compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements in Jordan. In addition, regression results indicate that large companies comply better with IFRSs disclosure requirements (the coefficient estimate is significant at 0.05). This confirms the findings of the majority of prior researchers (e.g., Eng and Mak, 2003; Akhtaruddin, 2005; Naser et al., 2006). It also supports the findings of Suwaidan (1997), Naser (1998), Naser et al. (2002), Omar (2007) and Al-Akra et al. (2010b) in the Jordanian context. This may be attributed to low costs of disclosing information in large companies. In addition, as large companies in most of the cases engage with big 4 audit firms, this will improve their compliance with mandatory disclosure requirements compared to small listed companies which engage with non-big 4 audit firms due to the high fees associated with engagement with big 4 ones. In addition, as they are the largest contributors in the Jordanian economy, they are keen about attracting foreign investors by achieving the highest levels of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements.

6. Conclusion

The disclosure indices of the 2007 annual reports of 75 non-financial companies listed on the ASE were tested for any association with corporate governance structures. The results indicated that the average level of compliance with IFRSs disclosure requirements was 76%. However, the regression analysis reveals that public ownership ratio is the only corporate governance related variable that explains variations in the levels of compliance with mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements in the Jordanian context. There is a significant negative relationship between public ownership ratio and total disclosure index at the .05 level. In other words, companies with dominant public ownership complied
less with the overall mandatory IFRSs disclosure requirements (i.e., they had the lowest total disclosure scores). This result may be attributed to the lack of demand for more disclosure by public investors in the Jordanian context. This confirms the proposition that, the majority of individual investors in Jordan are small unsophisticated investors, and their investment decisions in most of the cases are speculative and uninformed. Reduced agency costs due to the lack of demand for more disclosure by public investors, accounts for this. Furthermore, Gray’s (1988) accounting sub-cultural model and cost-benefit analysis, propose that, the secretive culture in the Jordanian context causes management to avoid the outflow of stock market price-sensitive information. In addition, secrecy is also associated with large power distance and the tendency to collectivism (Gray, 1988). Furthermore, the lack of listed companies’ management and BOD awareness regarding the importance of compliance with IFRSs and of following corporate governance best practices to enhance transparency, the weak enforcement of laws and regulations, and the absence of materially independent board members with primary responsibility for protecting public shareholders’ interests, cause non-compliance costs to be less than compliance costs. The fact that public shareholders in Jordan do not exercise their rights, adds to this situation, thereby management is not stimulated to improve compliance with IFRSs.
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